10-15-2011 Orth Australia – Wolfgang Eger-FF PSD Training Possible Heart
Attack
Wolfgang Eger
Aged 43, based in Orth (Lower Austria, on the Danube), experienced diver and
diving instructor, two divers in a boat tending the free swimming diver just below
the surface during a routine 'flow swimming' exercise. Went motionless in the
water, was immediately pulled out and given CPR but did not respond. No water in
the lungs, possible heart attack (Waiting on autopsy results)
DiePresse.com
http://www.thediversassociation.com/index.php/sheets

http://6.hidemyass.com/ip1/encoded/Oi8vdGhlcGlyYXRlYmF5LnNlL3NlYXJjaC8yMDEyJTIwZHZkcmlwLzAvNy8yMDA%3D

Group inspector Wolfgang Eger
We are mourning
group inspector
Wolfgang Eger
Federal police Einsatzkommando "Cobra" A-

Cause of death

Diving
accident

death day

October
15, 2011

Older

43 years

years of service

unknown

weapon

---

On 15th October 2011 at 11:05 am the firefighters of the dive group Süd, EGER
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Wolfgang, S. Florian and T. Markus on the Danube at Strom-km 1899,000 in the
municipality of Haslau
On the right side of the Danube.
Wolfgang EGER went to the Danube with a security line. Even before dipping
The two other divers as well as the boat crew noticed that EGER motionless in the
Water. After attempted resuscitation by the colleagues of EGER during the trip
To the riverbank to Orth on the Danube, the resuscitation was carried out by the
paramedics and the Emergency physician. After unsuccessful resuscitation, the
emergency physician at 11:40 h
Death.
The exact cause of death could not be determined by the emergency physician.
Wolfgang EGER, who worked professionally at the EKO Cobra and in his spare time
at the fire brigade , Left his wife and his 11-year-old daughter.

Firefighter dives on exercise
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=http://www.heute.at/news/oesterreich/noe/F
euerwehrtaucher-stirbt-bei-UEbung%3Bart23654,611852&prev=search

15.10.2011
 Drama in Orth on the Danube

Deep grief at the volunteer fire brigade Gumpoldskirchen (Lower Austria):
Floriani diver Wolfgang Eger died during an exercise in Orth on the
Danube.
The 43-year-old
police officer was a
member of the fire
brigade and was
considered an
experienced
diver. Eger trained
himself as an
instructor. The
accident occurred on
Saturday during an
exercise in Orth on
the Danube.
Two divers were in
the boat, while the
43-year-old practiced
a so-called flow
swimmer on a rope
PSDiver Magazine

Fire brigade divers during an exercise in Guntramsdorf
(icon): The comrades mourn the 42 year olds (Photo:
BFKDO Mödling)
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secured in diving equipment
just below the water surface.
Eger suddenly hung limply in
the rope, was immediately
recovered by the comrades.
The resuscitation measures of
the emergency physician and
colleagues remained
unsuccessful. According to
the doctor, the victim had no
water in the lungs; Death
may have triggered an acute
acute medical
condition; Possibly a heart
attack.

Grief at the FF Gumpoldskirchen to Wolfgang
Eger(Photo: FF Gumpoldskirchen)

Firefighter killed deadly

http://www.vienna.at/feuerwehrmann-toedlich-verunglueckt/3066238
29 December 2011
In the volunteer fire brigades
Gumpoldskirchen, Wiener
Neudorf and the dive group
South rule consternation and
grief: Chief firefighter
Wolfgang Eger died suddenly
and unexpectedly in the
morning hours of the 15th of
October 2011 during a dive
exercise in Orth an der Donau.

Great attendance at the funeral of the
firefighter.
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